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consciousness in the universe a review of the orch or - the over arching presumption in modern science and philosophy
is that consciousness emerges from complex synaptic computation in networks of brain neurons acting as fundamental
information units, what is the python equivalent of static variables inside a - a bit reversed but this should work def foo
foo counter 1 print counter is d foo counter foo counter 0 if you want the counter initialization code at the top instead of the
bottom you can create a decorator, resolve a doi name - type or paste a doi name into the text box click go your browser
will take you to a web page url associated with that doi name send questions or comments to doi, quantum randomness
american scientist - playing a simple mathematical game called the chsh game after its inventors clauser horne shimony
and holt alice and bob win if either both cards were red and they raised different numbers of fingers or at least one card was
blue and they raised the same number of fingers, quantum shift in the global brain how the new scientific - quantum
shift in the global brain how the new scientific reality can change us and our world ervin laszlo on amazon com free shipping
on qualifying offers the shift from scientific materialism to a multidimensional worldview in harmony with the world s great
spiritual traditions articulates humanity s critical choice to be the last decade of an outgoing, python are static class
variables possible stack overflow - is it possible to have static class variables or methods in python what syntax is
required to do this, conscious hugs everything we know is wrong - part 5 of the anthropology series on the hidden
origins of homo sapiens grab your pickax and miner s helmet and prepare to start digging through this paper from the upper
atmosphere down the core of the planet and out the other side into the realm of 3d time, wars of the anunnaki nuclear self
destruction in ancient - fulfillment by amazon fba is a service we offer sellers that lets them store their products in amazon
s fulfillment centers and we directly pack ship and provide customer service for these products, seeing holographically
aether force - we human beings consider ourselves to be made up of solid matter actually the physical body is the end
product so to speak of the subtle information fields which mold our physical body as well as all physical matter, what s
going on in the north atlantic realclimate - the north atlantic between newfoundland and ireland is practically the only
region of the world that has defied global warming and even cooled last winter there even was the coldest on record while
globally it was the hottest on record our recent study rahmstorf et al 2015 attributes this
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